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NSP Policy Alert!
Environmental Review, Options and Conditional Contracts
A: Introduction
The Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) requires an environmental review be completed for
every activity before funds (even non-NSP funds associated with the activity) are committed or spent.
The level of environmental review (i.e., categorical exclusions subject to § 58.5 or environmental
assessment) depends upon the subsequent use or changes being proposed. In cases where an NSP
grantee is acquiring real estate, the requirement to complete the environmental review process before
making a “choice-limiting action” can complicate the process and sometimes lead to a failure of the sales
agreement.

B: Federal Funding and Environmental Review
HUD’s regulations at 24 CFR 58.22 prohibit grant recipients and partners in the development process
from committing or spending HUD or non-HUD funds on any physical activity such as acquisition, rehab,
leasing, site clearance, etc. once a project becomes “federal.” A project becomes “federal” for purposes
of HUD’s environmental review process when a recipient submits a project application for HUD funding.
Sometimes HUD grant recipients utilize an application process to implement its NSP program. In such
instances, where subrecipients apply for NSP funding from a HUD recipient, the project becomes
“federal” and HUD’s restrictions at 24 CFR 58.22 apply when the subrecipient submits to the recipient a
project application for NSP funds.
In some cases, where a third party in good faith purchased properties as a private project, the party is
not precluded from later applying for and using NSP funds for other activities, including rehabilitation,
new construction, and demolition. After application for NSP funds, no party in the development process
may commit or use HUD or non-HUD funds on choice limiting actions such as rehabilitation, new
construction, and demolition, until the Responsible Entity completes the environmental review.
In the circumstance that a property acquired with NSP funds is subsequently transferred to different
ownership, the requirements of environmental review still apply as long as the CDBG requirements apply
to the transfers of title and/or the use of the property as a result of the transfer. Therefore, the
environmental review needs to be completed before a commitment is made to another party for the sale
or transfer of the property.
Even after the project becomes “federal”, the grantee and partners can use Options and Conditional
Contracts to gain site control while allowing time to complete the environmental review. (See Section C
for more information on the use of these tools)
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C: Options and Conditional Contracts:
The contract to purchase an NSP property before the environmental review is completed is considered a
“choice limiting action” and must be avoided until after the environmental review process is completed.
However, there are two actions that may be taken beforehand that might conclude in acquisition once the
environmental review process is completed: options and conditional contracts. Both options and
conditional contracts are useful tools for grantees to obtain site control while allowing time to complete
the environmental review.
Option contracts have a broader use than conditional
Options and Conditional Contracts are also
contracts. Conditional contracts are restricted to the
allowed in the circumstances described
acquisition of existing single family and multifamily
below for NSP2 projects where HUD is
residential properties that will be retained for the same use,
conducting the environmental review under
with or without minor rehabilitation of the structure (or
24 CFR 50.
purchase and demolition of single family properties under
limited circumstances). However, option contracts may be
used to gain site control of any type of property, including commercial, industrial, residential for any
proposed activity or reuse, including demolition, new construction, conversion of use. Conditional and
option contracts differ in their obligations upon the buyer and seller. In addition, HUD has different
restrictions imposed upon the use of conditional purchase contracts and option contracts.
1. Options:
A real estate option contract or agreement is a legal agreement between the potential buyer of real
property and the owner of that property. The real estate option agreement gives the potential buyer the
exclusive right to buy the property at a specific price within a specific time period. The option agreement
does not impose any obligation upon the potential buyer to purchase the property. The option
agreement does obligate the seller to sell at the specified price if the potential buyer exercises the option
to buy in the manner described in the contract.
HUD’s regulations at 24 CFR 58.22(d) allow for an option agreement for any project prior to the
completion of the environmental review when the following requirements are met:
(1) the option agreement is subject to a determination by the recipient on the desirability of the
property for the project as a result of the completion of the environmental review in accordance
with 24 CFR Part 58; and
(2) the cost of the option is a nominal portion of the purchase price.
The provision allows flexibility regarding the term ‘‘nominal’’ and any reasonable interpretation is
acceptable. For instance, it is reasonable to conclude that the nominal amount for option contracts will
vary depending upon the local real estate market and the purchase price. Option contracts may be used
to gain site control of any type of property, including commercial, industrial, residential for any proposed
activity or reuse, including demolition, new construction, conversion of use. Effectively, the seller is
agreeing to remove the property from the market for a specified period of time.
2. Conditional Contracts:
A conditional contract is a legal agreement between the potential buyer of a real estate property and the
owner of that property. The conditional contract includes condition(s) that must be met for the obligation
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to purchase to become binding. Specifically a conditional contract binds the buyer to purchase the
property if and when the condition(s) contained in the sales contract are met.
HUD has set very specific restrictions for the use of conditional contracts. Conditional contracts can be
used in more limited circumstances than option contracts. In the past, HUD only allowed conditional
contracts for single family properties (1-4 units); this guidance expands the use to multifamily residential
properties. The use of conditional contracts is limited to the acquisition of existing single family and
multifamily residential units as described below.
The Responsible Entity (RE) must complete the environmental review of the property pursuant to HUD
regulations at 24 CFR Part 58 and receive approval of a Request for Release of Funds before the RE
provides its written determination that the purchase of the property may proceed. For conditional
contracts, HUD does not allow for flexibility for a non-refundable deposit – if a deposit is nonrefundable, it
must be $1000 or less for single family property and 3% of the purchase price for multifamily projects. If
the environmental review requires conditions to mitigate any environmental impacts, then the RE (if it is
not the Purchaser) should enter into an agreement with the Purchaser to ensure that the conditions will
be undertaken.
a. Single Family (1-4 units)
A Responsible Entity may allow a recipient, subrecipient, or third party to enter into a conditional
purchase contract for an existing single family home (one to four units) before the HUD environmental
review of the property is complete when the action is limited to acquisition and/or rehabilitation 1 or
demolition 2 of the home, provided that:
(1) the purchase contract includes the appropriate language for a conditional contract (see
below);
(2) no transfer of title to the purchaser or removal of the environmental conditions in the purchase
contract occurs unless and until the RE determines, on the basis of the environmental review,
that the transfer to the homebuyer should go forward, and the RE (or recipient) has obtained
approval of a Request for Release of Funds and environmental certification, where applicable;
and
(3) deposit using HUD funds or other funds is a reasonable amount and refundable if the
conditions are not met, or if non-refundable, is nominal ($1000 or less).

b. Multifamily Residential
A Responsible Entity (RE) may allow a recipient, sub-recipient, or third party to enter into a conditional
purchase contract for an existing multifamily residential property before the HUD environmental review of

1
2

Rehabilitation that meets the requirements of 24 CFR 58.35(a)(3)(i)

Demolition of existing single family home, provided that the end use of the property is limited to vacancy, reconstruction of
single family house or is unknown at the time of acquisition.
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the property is complete when HUD or non-HUD funds will be used for acquisition 3 and/or rehabilitation 4
of the multifamily structure, provided that:
(1) the structure is not located within a Special Flood Hazard Area;
(2) the purchase contract includes the appropriate language for a conditional contract (see
below);
(3) no transfer of title to the purchaser or removal of the environmental conditions in the
purchase contract occurs unless and until the RE determines, on the basis of the
environmental review, that the transfer to the buyer should go forward, and the RE (or
recipient) has obtained approval of a Request for Release of Funds and environmental
certification, where applicable; and
(4) deposit using HUD funds or other funds is a reasonable amount and is refundable if the
conditions are not met, or if non-refundable, is nominal (3% of purchase price or less).
If the conditions described above are met, then the following language, or similar language, must be
included in the purchase contract:
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, Purchaser shall have no obligation to
purchase the Property, and no transfer of title to the Purchaser may occur, unless and until
[Responsible Entity] has provided Purchaser and/or Seller with a written notification that: (1) it
has completed a federally required environmental review and its request for release of federal
funds has been approved and, subject to any other Contingencies in this Contract, (a) the
purchase may proceed, or (b) the purchase may proceed only if certain conditions to address
issues in the environmental review shall be satisfied before or after the purchase of the property;
or (2) it has determined that the purchase is exempt from federal environmental review and a
request for release of funds is not required. [Responsible Entity] shall use its best efforts to
conclude the environmental review of the property expeditiously.
Tiered Review
If neither the described option nor conditional agreement is suitable, as an alternative, the grantee
should consider a tiered environmental review as a possible option for streamlining the environmental
review process (24 CFR Part 58.15). In short, a tiered review focuses on a targeted geographic area
(e.g., census tract, neighborhood, etc.) to address and analyze environmental impacts related to the
proposed activities that might occur on a typical project site within that area. Once individual project sites
are located, any remaining environmental compliance issues that could not be resolved until project
locations became known are now completed, according to standards for approval previously established
for the target area.

3

Acquisition of existing multifamily residential structure provided that the structure will be retained for multifamily
residential use
4

Rehabilitation that meets the requirements of 24 CFR 58.35(a)(3)(ii)
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Below is a table that compares and contrasts Conditional and Option Contracts:

Types of projects/activities
Option Contract:
Obligates seller only

Conditional Contract:
Obligates both buyer
and seller after
conditions are met

Any –
•

•

Cost of option must
be reasonable – may
vary depending upon
local real estate
market

•

Usually non
refundable

•

$1000 or less for
non-refundable
deposit

•

Reasonable amount
for refundable
deposit

•

3% or less of
purchase price for
non-refundable
deposit

•

Reasonable amount
for refundable
deposit

New construction, rehabilitation and/or
demolition of single family or
multifamily or non-residential

Purchase of existing single family (1-4
units) with or without
•

Demolition of existing single family
home, provided that the end use of
the property is limited to vacancy,
reconstruction of single family house
or is unknown at the time of
acquisition; or

•

Rehabilitation when density is not
increased beyond 4 units, the land
use is not changed and the footprint of
the building is not increased in a
floodplain or in a wetland

Purchase of existing multifamily
residential if the structure is not located in
a Special Flood Hazard Area with or
without
•

Amount

Rehabilitation when the unit density is
not changed more than 20%, the
project does not involve changes in
land use from residential to non
residential, and the estimated cost of
rehabilitation is less than 75% of the
total estimated cost of replacement
after rehabilitation.
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